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Abstract

The cellular �ne grain architectures of new Field
Programmable Gate Arrays �FPGAs� require spe�
cial logic synthesis tools� Therefore� this paper ad�
dresses multilevel logic synthesis methods based on or�
thogonal expansions for such kind of architectures�
First� the concepts of the Binary Decision Diagrams
�BDDs�� their derivatives� and the Functional De�
cision Diagrams �FDDs�� which are applied to the
technology mapping to Field Programmable Gate Ar�
rays �FPGAs�� are generalized here to the Kronecker
Functional Decision Diagram �KFDD� with negated
edges� Three other new types of functional decision
diagrams are also introduced� If�Then�Else KFDDs�
Mixed KFDDs� and Permuted KFDDs� The intro�
duced KFDD is based on three orthogonal �Davio�
expansions and is created here also for multi�output
incompletely speci�ed Boolean functions� Next� the
KFDD creating algorithm being a basis of heuristic
mapping program to ATMEL ���� cellular FPGAs is
also presented� Besides this application� our algorithm
was adopted for technology mapping to Multiplexer�
Based �MB� and Table�Look�Up �TLU� based archi�
tectures�

� Introduction�

In the sixties and seventies there was a large interest
in the logic synthesis for cellular cascades ��� ��� ���
and arrays ����� However� the mentioned work was
only theoretical and no synthesis tools or hardware
architectures based on the presented theories had been
developed�

Recently� the CLI �			 series from Concurrent
Logic 
now AT �			 of Atmel� ���� has been brought
to market� The AT �			 FPGA series are ne grain
FPGAs 
FGFPGAs� with a cellular architecture and
very limited routing resources� There are also other
similar chips� fabricated or in development� by Algo�
tronix ���� Toshiba� Plessey� Pilkington� Motorola� Na�
tional Semiconductor� other companies and Universi�
ties� Thus� there is a quickly growing need for logic
synthesis tools that would take advantage of such kind
architectures�
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We are familiar with six groups of methods to syn�
thesize Boolean functions in cellular logic� 
�� The
rst group are special methods developed in the past
����� They include one�dimensional arrays 
single� and
multi�rail Maitra cascades and their extensions�� and
two�dimensional arrays 
Reed�Muller arrays� minterm
arrays� etc�� These methods have been created for
too much restricted models of cellular array� give non�
e�cient results� or are not applicable to all Boolean
functions� 
�� The second group of methods is to cre�
ate a sum� a Maitra cascade� or in general an arbi�
trary one�dimensional cascade of one�dimensional cas�
cades� These methods are very well suited to AT
�			 devices and our group is working on them� 
��
The third model are the factorized AND�OR circuits
���� the factorized AND�EXOR circuits� ���� or other
multilevel AND�OR�EXOR circuits� which are next
mapped to respective libraries by MIS II or similar
mappers� It seems� however� from our preliminary
results that this approach gives results that produce
both an excessive number of gates and are very hard
to place and route� 
Routing in the AT �			 is done
only by programming the cells to become �wires���
The cell is connected only to � neighbor cells and one
of four buses�� 
�� The approach from ���� ��� cre�
ates new kind of AND�OR�EXOR factorization algo�
rithm that signicantly restricts search by taking the
cellularity into account during factorization� 
�� The
approach from ���� uses the generalized Boolean de�
composition followed by mapping� 
�� The approach
from ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� uses orthogonal expan�
sions to create trees and DAGs� This approach will be
the subject of this paper�

It has been observed ���� ��� that logic synthesis
and technology mapping methods developed for Ap�
plication Specic ICs are not suitable even for non�
cellular FPGAs such as those from Actel ���� and Xil�
inx ����� Therefore� to accommodate the need for
the specic synthesis tools for di�erent FPGA archi�
tectures� several synthesis tools have been developed
���� ��� ��� �	� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� �	�� Most of the
logic synthesis methods for FPGAs are based on the
computation of a 
quasi� minimal Reduced Ordered
Binary Decision Diagram 
ROBDD� ���� ��� �� ���� or
the If�Then�Else Directed Acyclic Graph 
ITE DAG�
��	� ���� Like the logic synthesis tools for ASICs� these
FPGA synthesis methods are based on the �unate
paradigm� ���� The �unate paradigm� is the assump�
tion that most of the practical logic functions occur�
ring in logic design are unate or nearly unate� The



meaning of unate and nearly unate for logic mini�
mization purposes is that the circuit realization of a
�nearly� unate function with AND and OR gates is
smaller in terms of the number of gates than a cir�
cuit using the AND and EXOR gates� On the other
hand the meaning of linear or nearly linear for logic
minimization purposes is that the circuit realization
of a �nearly� linear function with AND and EXOR
gates is smaller in terms of the number of gates than
a circuit using the AND and OR gates� Therefore�
arithmetic functions like counters� adders� multipliers�
signal processing functions and error correcting logic
that belong to the class of �nearly� linear functions
��� �	� �	�� can not be e�ciently minimized for circuit�s
speed and area� To address these deciencies� the con�
cepts of� Functional Decision Diagrams 
FDDs� ����
Reed�Muller trees ����� and KFDDs ���� ��� have been
developed and applied to FPGA mapping� Each node
in a BDD represents a two�input multiplexer� Thus�
with a multiplexer being an universal logic module�
any function of two inputs can be realized� On the
other hand� a node in the FDD represents the AND�
EXOR gate combination� As it will be shown in the
next section� both the two�input multiplexer and the
AND�EXOR gate can be readily realized with a cell
of the AT �			 series�

To generalize and extend the methods based on
ROBDDs and FDDs we developed the concept of the
Kronecker Functional Decision Diagram 
KFDD�� and
a logic synthesis algorithm for the computation of such
diagrams� While a ROBDD is obtained by applying
the Shannon expansion� and a FDD by applying the
rst Davio expansion� the KFDD is generated by ap�
plying any of the three possible orthogonal expansions
of a single variable ����� Each node of the KFDD can
be readily realized with a cell of the AT �			 series�
As for the ROBDDs and the FDDs� the main problem
to obtain a close to minimal circuit realization by us�
ing synthesis methods based on KFDDs is to obtain
a good input variable ordering ���� ��� �� ���� For the
selection of the input variables we investigate a top�
down� breadth�rst generation of the KFDD where the
selection method was inspired by the multiplexer syn�
thesis method introduced in ��� ���� Three heuristics
are investigated to determine the expansion of a node
in the KFDD that leads to a smaller KFDD� The tree
expansion is performed for a multi�output function
treated as a vector of single�output functions� which
means that all these single�output functions are jointly
expanded� level by level� and the vector of functions is
just treated as the rst level of the expansion�

It will be assumed that a multi�output� incom�
pletely specied Boolean function is represented in the
�tt format 
PLA format� with each cube denoted as 	�
� or � in the output part� Thus� all cubes that have
�	� in output column �i� 
function fi� will be denoted
by OFF
fi�� All cubes that have ��� in output col�
umn �i� will be denoted by ON
fi�� and all cubes that
have ��� in output column �i� by DC
fi��

The following section reviews the Shannon and
Davio expansions and illustrates their circuit realiza�
tions�

� New Types of Kronecker Functional
Decision Diagrams�

It is known ���� ��� ��� that there are three ex�
pansions over Galois Field 
�� 
we call them Davio
expansions since they were rst introduced by him��


�� f � si fsi � si fsi

�� f � fsi � si � fsi � fsi � � fsi � si gi

�� f � fsi � si � fsi � fsi � � fsi � si gi
where fsi is the cofactor ��� of function f with re�

spect to si
fsi � f � si j si�� � f jsi��
One important property of the three expansions is

that the functions fsi and fsi obtained by applying
any of the three expansions for si being an input vari�
able of the function f � are independent from the vari�
able si� The circuit realization of Equation 
�� is given
by a multiplexer gate while Equations 
�� and 
�� de�
scribe an AND�EXOR gate structure� shown in Figure
��

The application of the Shannon expansion� Equa�
tion 
��� for all variables of a function leads to the
construction of a Binary Decision Diagram� The ap�
plication of the two Davio expansions for each vari�
able generates an adaptive logic tree ����� The FDD
is obtained by applying the reduction procedures used
for BDDs ��	� to the adaptive logic tree created using
only expansion 
��� If all three expansions are ap�
plied to all variables� the Kronecker Reed�Muller tree
���� ��� ��� is obtained� The extension to multiple�
valued logic� the Multiple�Place Decision Diagram

MDD�� has been introduced in �����

De�nition 	�
� The Ordered Kronecker Decision
Diagram 
OKFDD� is the decision tree obtained by
recursively applying any of the three expansions to an
incompletely specied Boolean function until the leaf
nodes are the trivial functions one� zero or don�t care�

Similarly to the Reduced OBDD 
ROBDD�� the
Reduced OKFDD 
ROKFDD� is obtained from the
OKFDD by removing isomorphic subtrees� The
Shared ROKFDD 
KFDD� for multi�output func�
tions is obtained analogously to the Shared ROBDD

SROBDD� ����� Additionally� the KFDD as the
SROBDD ���� �� can have negated edges�

The concept of the OKFDD can be also extended
to the IF�THEN�ELSE KFDDs� which are analogous
to the If�Then�Else DAGs 
ITE�DAGs� �����

De�nition 	�	� The IF�THEN�ELSE Kronecker
Functional Decision Diagram 
ITE�KFDD� is the de�
cision tree obtained by recursively applying any of the
expansions 
��� 
��� 
�� to an incompletely specied
Boolean function until the leaf nodes are the trivial
functions one� zero or don�t care� The expansions for
the generation of the ITE�KFDD are given by


�� f � si c� � si c� � c�

�� f � c� � c� � si � c� � c� � � c� � c� � si gi

�� f � c� � c� � si � c� � c� � � c� � c� � si gi
where c� is the part of the function that depends on

the positive literal si of the splitting variable� c� is part
that depends on the negated literal si of the splitting
variable� and c� is independent of the splitting variable
si� The advantage of the ITE�KFDD over the OKFDD
is that the logic part of the function not depending on
the splitting variable si does not have to be duplicated�



However� in the ROKFDDs the isomorphic subtrees
can be merged to overcome this disadvantage�

Recently we developed programs for two more kinds
of KFDD generalizations� MKFDDs� and PKFDDs�

De�nition 	��� The Mixed Kronecker Functional
Decision Diagram 
MKFDD� is the decision tree ob�
tained by recursively applying expansions 
��� 
�� and

�� and having the variables ordered� However� for any
variable 
level of a tree� any combination of expansions
can be applied to nodes of the level� The function can
be incompletely specied� and the expansions are ap�
plied until all leaf nodes become trivial functions� one�
zero or don�t care�

De�nition 	��� The Permuted Kronecker Func�
tional Decision Diagram 
PKFDD� is the decision tree
obtained by recursively applying expansions 
��� 
��
and 
�� and having no order of variables� For any node
of the tree any expansion can be applied� The function
can be incompletely specied� and the expansions are
applied until all leaf nodes become trivial functions�
one� zero or don�t care�

As we see� this is the most general kind of above�
introduced KFDDs� It also includes Permuted RM
trees from ���� as a special case�

All these ITE�KFDDs� MKFDDs� and PKFDDs
can be of course also reduced� shared and with negated
edges� From now on we will understand that KFDDs
are reduced� shared and with negated edges�

It can be observed from Figure � that the circuit
realizations of the three expansions correspond to re�
alizable functions of a macrocell of the AT �			 series�
while the rst expansion corresponds to the three mul�
tiplexers available in the macrocells of the ACTTM
FPGAs from Actel ���� Thus� the KFDDs are an ideal
starting point for mapping to these FPGAs� More�
over� since the KFDD has fewer nodes than the FDD
applied to the TLU architectures ���� it should be also
better for the technology mapping to them� The nal
mapping algorithms are technology specic and are
not discussed here�

� Basic KFDD Synthesis Algorithm�

The crucial part of the KFDD synthesis is the deter�
mination of the splitting variable ordering and the ex�
pansion type selection� In our algorithmfor the KFDD
generation the splitting variable selection and the ex�
pansion selection are performed concurrently� How�
ever� in the selection process the same splitting vari�
able is applied to all three expansions� Therefore� we
rst discuss the splitting variable selection while the
expansion type selection methods are given in section
��

There has been already a tremendous e�ort to
determine a good variable ordering ���� �� ��� for
BDDs� In contrast to these methods we investigated
synthesis methods developed for multiplexer circuits
���� �� �� ��� ���� Inspired by the multiplexer synthe�
sis algorithms developed by Almaini and Lloyd ��� ���
we adopted a breadth�rst� top�down algorithmfor the
KFDD generation� To obtain a KFDD� we applied the
restrictions from ��� ��� ����

�� the splitting function si can only be an input vari�
able�

�� nodes in the same level of the KFDD have the
same splitting variable si�

The basic algorithm to obtain a good variable
ordering is based on nding the splitting variable
and the selection of the expansions of the current
level nodes such that the number of necessary next
level nodes is minimal� The basic procedure� com�
pute next level�f�type� from Fig� �� illustrates the cal�
culation of the splitting variable� where f is the multi�
output function describing the function of the current
level of the KFDD�

For the computation of a SROBDD� only the Shan�
non expansion has to be applied� This is realized in
the routine shannon decompose�s� f�� The three func�
tions fsi � fsi � and g are computed in the subroutine
davio decompose�s� f� for each of the output functions
f �k� of the current level� Next� the subroutine expan�
sion select�ms� determines an expansion type for each
node of the current level� such that the number of the
next�level nodes for the chosen splitting variable si is
minimal� Three heuristics for the expansion type se�
lection are given in section ��

To determine the minimal number of the next�level
nodes� it is necessary to nd the redundant nodes in
the next level� A node is redundant if it is trivial

	� �� Xi� or if it can be merged with the existing
node on this level 
this node can belong to any output
function fr�� Therefore� the next section investigates
the conditions for the next level node to be redundant�

� Redundancy Conditions for the
Splitting Variable Selection�

In some cases it is not necessary to realize the in�
put functions 
 fs� fs� or g� of a node with additional
nodes� depending on the selected expansion type and
the selected splitting variable� In such a case no next
level node is necessary� For brevity� fi and fj stand for
any of the three functions fs� fs� and g� We will also
dene� f �s � f � s� f �s � f � s� g� � 
f � s� � 
f � s��
Analogously� f �i and f

�

j stand for any of the three func�
tions f �s� f

�

s� and g�� This section investigates how to
specify the not specied part of the incompletely spec�
ied Boolean function in order to select the splitting
variable to obtain the minimal KFDD�

There exist three basic conditions for which a next�
level node is redundant�
�Condition ��� an input function fi is a trivial

function

�� fi � 	

�� fi � �

�� fi � xj

�	� fi � xj
�Condition ��� an input function fi is identical to

another data�input function fj to a node in the same
level of the KFDD


��� fi � fj i �� j



�Condition ��� an input function fi is the com�
plement of another data�input function fj to a node
in the same level of the KFDD


��� fi � fj i �� j
The three conditions to determine if an input func�

tion is redundant� can be veried by the following cube
calculus operations�
Veri�cation of Condition �� The case that an

incompletely specied input function fi can be speci�
ed such that fi � 	 can be checked by


��� f �i � fdc
where fdc is a function that consists of only don�t

care terms� This is used when the function is stored
in �ON� DC� form�

Equivalently� if the function is stored in �ON� OFF�
form� one can use�


��a� ON 
f �i� � �

This condition means that fi has only DC�cubes

and OFF�cubes��
The case that an input function can be specied

such that fi � � can be veried by

��� ON 
fj� � DC
fj� � �
To improve the program�s e�ciency� all verica�

tions of conditions are based on the formula f �si �

f � si� jsi�� � f jsi��� so that the fast operation
of intersection is calculated for all attempts 
most of
them fails�� The slower operation of substitution is
calculated much more rarely� only when the expansion
type and its variable have been nally selected�

Thus for verication of 
��� we use the formula

��a� f �j � si
where si is the corresponding splitting variable�
Equivalently� one can use the formula

��b� OFF 
f �i� � �
An incompletely specied function fi can be speci�

ed to be dependent on only one variable xj if Equa�
tions 
��� and 
��� are satised�


��� f �xl
� xl

and

��� f �xl

� fdc
where fdc consists only of not�specied terms� Sim�

ilarly for the complement xl�
Above� 
��� is equivalent to

��a� OFF 
f �i� � xl � �
and 
��� is equivalent to

��a� ON 
fi� � xl � �
Veri�cation of Condition �� For incompletely

specied Boolean functions it has to be computed
whether the not specied parts of the functions f �i and
f �j can be specied in such a way that f �i � f �j � This
can be veried by the complement of the intersection
of the two incompletely specied functions


��� f �in � f �i � f �j
having no common minterms with the completely

specied part of function f �i

��� f �i � f �in � f �i � f �in � fdc�
and no common minterms with the completely

specied part of function f �j


��� f �j � f �in � f �j � f �in � fdc�
where � denotes the sharp operation ����� and fdc�

and fdc� are some functions of only unspecied terms�

If the Equations 
��� and 
��� are true� the not spec�
ied parts of f �i and f �j can be specied in such a way
that f �i � f �j �

The above conditions are equivalent to

��a� ON 
f �i� � OFF 
f �j� � �

and

��a� OFF 
f �i� � ON 
f �j� � �
Veri�cation of Condition �� For the specica�

tion of the not specied part of the incompletely spec�
ied Boolean function such that two data�input func�
tions are complemented� Equations 
�	� and 
��� have
to be true�


�	� f �i � f �j � fdc

to verify that the specied parts of both functions
have no common minterms� and


��� f �i��
� f �j��

� si

where � � means the specication of not specied
minterms of the function to true minterms� to verify
that the sum of both functions is only dependent on
the chosen splitting variable� If both formulas are ful�
lled� the not specied part of the data�input functions
f �i and f �j can be chosen in such a way that f �i � f �j �

These conditions are equivalent to�

�	a� ON 
f �i� � ON 
f �j� � �
and

��a� OFF 
f �i� � OFF 
f �j� � �
respectively�
If functions were stored as sets ON and OFF 
which

is benecial for strongly unspecied functions� apply�
ing the rules 
��b�� 
��a�� 
��a�� 
��a�� 
��a�� 
�	a�
and 
��a� would be more e�cient� E�cient checking
of those conditions is important since it takes most of
the computer time while executing the algorithm�

� Expansion Selection and Benchmark
Results�

The results obtained by our implementation of the
algorithm to obtain a reduced KFDD are given in Ta�
ble �� The column ASYL gives the number of nodes
in the ROBDD with negated edges obtained by ����
The columns d�� d�� and d� give the number of nodes
in the KFDD if only the Shannon� or one of the two
Davio expansions is applied� respectively� Thus� col�
umn d� gives the number of nodes in a SROBDD with
negated edges and the columns d� and d� give two
special cases of the Reed�Muller trees ���� ���� The
column �heuristics� gives the number of nodes in the
KFDD when the following heuristics are applied to ob�
tain a good selection out of the three expansion types�
The applied heuristics to select the expansion type are
the following�
HEURISTIC h�� If the splitting variable occurs

mostly in a positive form in the output function� ex�
pansion d� is selected� If the splitting variable occurs
mostly in the negative form� expansion d� is selected�
For a tie d� is chosen�
HEURISTIC h�� The expansion type of a node

is selected based on the two functions out of three� fsi �



fsi � and g� having the least total number of product
terms�
HEURISTIC h�� The expansion type of a node

is selected based on the two functions out of three�
fsi � fsi � and g� having the highest fan�out� In the case
of a tie the heuristic h� is applied�

Table � gives the results obtained by our synthe�
sis algorithm for several MCNC benchmark functions�
The sub�columns n for each of four columns d�� d��
d� and �heuristics� give respective numbers of nodes
in the KFDDs with negated edges� and the columns
p give the longest paths in the obtained KFDDs� As
a comparison� given are also� the numbers of nodes
in the SROBDDs obtained by the ASYL system ����
and the the numbers of nodes in the FDDs obtained
in �����

It should be observed� that the number of nodes
of the KFDD with negated edges is very close to the
number of macrocells necessary for its implementa�
tion with AT �			� This number can be smaller than
the actual cell count� since mapping of a KFDD to
AT �			 requires adding inverter cells for negated
edges 
this is done in rst mnapping�� However�
there are two reasons why we do not count them
in the cost� Firstly� inverted edges are rare� Sec�
ondly� adding inverters is easily done during the place�
ment�routing stage since in any case cells are being
programmed as �wires� which connect a cell in a given
level with its successor
s� in the next level of the tree�
Each such �wire� cell can be easily programmed to
an �inverter� cell which does not complicate place�
ment�routing� Moreover� it is possible to program a
two�output cell with these outputs� output� � input�
output� � input� The area cost is decreased with
respect to the KFDD node cost since the method cre�
ates not only �fully utilized� AND�EXOR and multi�
plexer gates� but also their simplied subcircuits such
as EXOR� AND� inverter and NAND� During map�
ping� several such circuits can be combined to larger
single�output and two�output cells realizable by the
AT �			 cell� which further decreases the cells� count�
On the other hand� the �wire� macrocells for rout�
ing purposes are necessary which in turn increases the
cost� However� the level�by�level generation of the
KFDD assures that there is only a limited connec�
tivity besides the necessary level�to�level connections�
so the number of such cells is limited comparing to
realizations other than those based on KFDDs� In
conclusion� the number of KFDD nodes seems to be
a good 
although rather optimistic� approximation of
the layout area 
counted as the total number of used
AT �			 cells� the cells programmed as logic� the cells
programmed as connections� and the non�used cells
surrounded by cells programmed to logic or connec�
tions�� This hypothesis was veried by hand on few
��� input functions� an larger examples done on AT
�			�tuned industrial tools� It must must be� however�
further conrmed on many larger functions when our
placement program will be ready�

In Table I it can be found� that in many cases the
number of nodes in the SROBDD given in column d�
is smaller than by applying the other expansions or
the heuristics to obtain a KFDD� However� for most
cases for which heuristic h� led to the best result� no

application of just one type of expansion led to an
equal result� Moreover� it can be observed� that either
h� or d� resulted in the least number of nodes in the
KFDD� Thus� the KFDD obtained by heuristic h� or
the KFDD obtained by applying only expansion d�
that has the least number of nodes� can be selected to
obtain a quasi�minimal KFDD�

It can be seen that out of the functions that were
also minimized in ��� our program gave � times better
solution� ASYL gave � times better solution and for
two functions the results have the same costs� Since
ASYL uses SROBDDs and our program uses KFDDs
that are more general� the only reason that our pro�
gram gives sometimes worse result is the non�optimal
selection of variables and expansions for them� Im�
provement of the respective heuristic is one of our
main goals in this research� For completely�specied
single�output functions such improved results were al�
ready reported in ����� At least for some functions
KFDDs have less nodes than both BDDs and FDDs�

� Logic Synthesis versus Placement
and Routing in Cellular Devices�

Our placement strategy is to preserve� as much as
possible� the layered structure of the KFDD� Since� in
the worst case� the KFDD can grow exponentially� the
scepticism expressed by some reviewers was to have
n� �k � � gates in the k�th level of the KFDD� which
would mean substantial waste in placement� We found
it then to be very assuring that the practical functions
from the MCNC benchmark demonstrate a limited
width of the KFDD 
by the width we understand the
maximumnumber of gates in the levels�� and also sim�
ilar numbers of gates on several adjacent levels� Table
II presents the numbers of logic cells in each level�
starting from the output� The rows d give the results
obtained for applying the heuristic h� from section ��
The results for using only the Shannon expansion are
given in row s� The reader may compare the numbers
of inputs and outputs of each of those functions with
Table I� Characteristical here is the function misex��
which has the same number of gates as in the output
level� which is ��� in � consecutive levels and never ex�
ceeds this number� This property is shared by many
other functions� Even when the �width� of the KFDD
exceeds the number of outputs� it never becomes close
to the upper bound� Functions table� and table� are
perhaps the especially generated �tough cases�� They
have the ratio of maximum width to the number of
outputs ����� and ����� respectively� 
We calculate
always this ratio for the better solution variant�� Let
us� however� observe that these ratios are still much
better than the respective upper bounds� For instance�
the largest width of the KFDD for function table� is
��� in the ��th level� and the maximumbound in this
level is �� � �� � � � �����

With exception to functions table� and table�� the
largest ratio was for function frg� and was equal �����
For the other large functions the ratio was ���� 
pdc��
��� 
spla�� and ���� 
duke��� In many cases 
such as
�xp�� cc� the ratio was below �� For all functions from



Tables I and II� except for table� and table�� good
placements can be found directly from their respective
KFDDs�

There is of course the question� how good are the
presented methods compared to the standard indus�
try approach� logic synthesis based on AND�OR fac�
torization� followed by mapping to given cell library�
followed by placement and routing� We cannot an�
swer this question until our tting�placement�routing
program will be ready� However� for some functions
the preliminary results are very encouraging� Since we
do not have a Synopsys system� we asked our friends
in industry to run four MCNC benchmarks� rd���
rd��� alu� and sao� with Synopsys tools and also with
our program� and next compare areas produced by in�
dustrial placement�routing program optimized for AT
�			 devices� The improvements of our method over
Synopsys were the following� rd�� � ���� rd�� � ����
alu� � ���� sao� � ���� Of course� this large improve�
ments are possible only on functions that have many
EXORs� On unate functions there was no improve�
ment or the results were even worse� Concluding this
evaluation� in a comprehensive CAD system the map�
ping method presented above should be just one of
several mapping algorithms available�

� Conclusion and Future Work�

This paper introduced the concepts of KFDDs 
par�
ticularly ITE�KFDDs� MKFDDs� and PKFDD� and
an e�cient algorithm for nding a KFDD for an in�
completely specied multi�output Boolean function�
This algorithm is next used as a rst stage of map�
ping to AT �			 devices� Being an extension of the
logic synthesis tools based on BDDs applied for the
technology mapping to FPGAs ���� ��� ��� �� �	��
the algorithm can be used for other mapping appli�
cations� and 
similarly to BDDs� to derive KFDDs of

incompletely specied� functions as a general�purpose
Boolean function representation for further processing�
In particular the advantageous application of KFDDs
to nearly linear functions like the arithmetic circuits
have been observed� For instance� if an incompletely
specied function can be completed to a strictly lin�
ear function� the program will nd this linear function
as an EXOR of literals� The method gives also very
good results on symmetric functions� The DAG cir�
cuits found from KFDDs map very well to AT �			
series� so that tting� placement and routing become
essentially simplied�

The obtained results are promising and motivate to
further investigate the KFDDs� Necessary research on
KFDDs is to nd better heuristics for the expansion
type and variable order selection� Additionally� we
would like to apply them to obtain realizations with
the shortest path from input to output� Variants of
the method can be also created that will include ge�
ometrical information in the KFDD growing process�
in order to improve the future placement�routing pro�
cesses�

Also� other introduced here new types of KFDDs
will be further investigated�

We observed that evaluating the quality of the

logic synthesis results for ATMEL devices can in gen�
eral be misleading when done only on the base of
cell�literal costs� 
Although often a good heuristics for
KFDDs�� This is because very poorly routable designs
can have smaller cell�literal costs than some other de�
signs� which on other hand result in much smaller to�
tal layout areas� Therefore� our future research will
combine logic synthesis with placement�routing to a
single comprehensive process that we call �geometri�
cal logic synthesis�� Geometrical logic synthesis will
become more and more useful with the proliferation
of ne grain FPGAs and other cellular logic�
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